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Component
1 Motor Capsule

2 Speed Reduction Capsule

3 Worm Gear Capsule

4 Crown Gear Capsule

5 Inter Gear Capsule

6 Transmission Capsule

7 IQ Capsule

8 Axle Support

9 Free Coupler

10 Octagonal Connector (S)

11 Octagonal Connector (L)

12 Battery Case (S)

13 Battery Case (L)

14 Switch Box

15 Lead Line

16 Axle (S)

17 Axle (L)

18 Coupler

19 Cap

20 Wheel (S)

21 Wheel (L)

Component
22 Tire (S)

23 Tire (L)

24 Gear Wheel

25 Chain

26 Cable Tire

27 Winding Drum

28 Hook

29 Cable

30 Propeller

31 Impeller

32 Float

33 Cap

34 Lamp

35 Bar Connector

36 Straight Bar Connector (S)

37 Straight Bar Connector (L)

38 Diagonal Bar Connector (S)

39 Diagonal Bar Connector (L)

40 Connector Opener

41 Leadline Binder
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Standard Capsule
Motor capsule
Receiving power from batteries, the motor capsule creates rotating force.
According to the polarity of power, the motor capsule can rotate in both ways.
Though it can work on the water, if the motor is underwater or wet for a long
time, it can be easily damaged.
So, pay attention to keep the product away from water after play on the water.

Speed Reduction capsule
The speed reduction capsule slows rotation speed but increases rotation force.
Be sure to engage the motor capsule`s gray gear (output) with the speed
reduction capsule`s gray gear (in put) for correct operation.
( The part that can be easily rotated by hand is the speed reduction capsule`s
input part. )

Worm Gear capsule
Functions of the speed reduction capsule and crown gear capsule are
conmbined into one part worm gear capsule. The gray gear delivers the
rotation speed to the opposite side while the white gear decreases the rotation
speed and converts the rotation direction to 90 degrees. Be sure to engage
the motor capsule`s gray gear (output) with the speed gear capsule`s gray
gear (input) for correct operation.
( The part that can be easily rotated by hand is the speed reduction capsule`s
input part. )

Crown Gear capsule
The crown gear capsule converts received rotation force into a forward or
90 degrees direction.
According to chain connection, the gears rotate in the same direction or
opposite directions.

Internal Gear capsule
The internal gear capsule increases or decreases rotation speed in a forward
direction. When a big gear is engaged, the rotation speed is up, and when
a small gear is engaged, the rotation speed is down

Transmission capsule
With the transmission capsule, all kinds of gear capsules can be extended
and rotation force is delivered between gears without variation.

Connection Method

IQ Capsule Assemble

How to Engage Gears

How to Connect the Switch Box

Cautions on Connecting Motor
Tidy up leadlines
The Leadline Binder is used for tidy up lead lines.
It’ll help leadlines not to get twisted around.
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Connection Method
Switch Box
Battery Case (S)

Battery Case (L)

RPM of the Propeller

How to Connect Lead Line

How to Connect the Crown Gear Capsule

How to Assemble the Coupler and the Cap

Connection Method
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How to Assemble Impeller or Axle Support

1

2

2
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Connector Opener
When it’s difficult to remove the octagonal connector or tire from the capsule or wheel, please use the connector opener like the above
picture. Then you can remove them with ease.

Understanding of Buoyancy
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